BE DIFFERENT.
BE BETTER.
BE AHEAD.

www.cis.edu.in

WELCOME TO
COMORIN
INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL
Situated in an ideal learning environment away from
the hustle and bustle of the city, Comorin International
School (CIS) is one of the leading international schools
in the country. We aim to nurture life-long learners with
high quality education backed by hands-on application
and fun-based learning methods.

CIS presents a blend of a high-standard curriculum,
extracurricular activities, excellent faculty, progressive
infrastructure and state-of-the-art facilities. The school
focuses on creating future frontrunners by providing a
solid knowledge base constructed with a mix of modern
advancements and the traditional cultural values, a
priceless combination!

MISSION
We at Comorin International School focus
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Our MISSION statement therefore holds true
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towards becoming positive, responsible and
well informed participants in our democratic
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and rapidly progressing global community.
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knowledge such that its discovery leads to the
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enrichment of life for them as individuals and

social accountability, national pride and a

the community at large.”

VISION
It is through this mission that we wish to realize our VISION...
that of moulding our students into:
• Academically competent individuals
• Students with exemplary behavior
• Inquirers and investigators
• Logical and rational thinkers
• Responsible national and global citizens
• Exhibitors of social and environmental goodwill
• Individuals with empathy towards one and all

VALUE
The institution always believes in
inculcating the core values of humanity in
the gem you give to us and bear the name of
Comorin around the world.
The time spent here will help your child to
learn:

• Commitment

• Team work

• Innovation

• Integrity

• Determination

• Respect

• Focus

• Excellence

THE LEGACY OF
THYAGI C.P.ELANGO
The legacy of C.P.Elango cannot be expressed in lines, but he has left a history in the state
of Travancore where he lived a life for a noble cause. He had an inferno in him to alleviate
the poor who were under cloches of the upper clan. He developed a close friendship with
an unforgettable personality the communist veteran, Jeeva in jail. The life and principles of
Jeeva inspired C.P.Elango to frame and develop a code of conduct and ideology that would
be carried out throughout his life.
Thiyagi Elango’s participation in freedom struggle has its own place in the history of Indian
independence. He was jailed for nine years by the British Raj for raising the Indian flag. He
carried out lofty ideals concerning human development which helped elevate tribal’s life in
Kanyakumari district.
Tamil Nadu Socialist Congress came into existence and he became Deputy General Secretary.
Honourable Cheif Minister Kamaraj had remarkable respect and love for C.P.Elango. He was
one of the staunch supporters of communist party.
Giving great importance and consideration to public service, his life’s work is to be
remembered and followed for the benefit of our future. His memory cannot be eroded or
wiped out. He was a man whose principles guided his life and left a definitive mark in the
history of Kanyakumari.

MESSAGE FROM
OUR VISIONARY
CHAIRMAN
Dear Parents,
I am delighted to welcome you to Comorin International
School. This prospectus represents our vision and
commitment to providing an excellent education for young
people so they may become independent, active and
responsible members of society.

E. Lekshmanan

Founder & Chairman

I have high expectations and very much believe in close
home/school partnerships in order to bring about the best
in every young person, including those of exceptional
ability and those who have learning difficulties.

We are very fortunate in having a team of extremely
committed, highly qualified staff who are dedicated to
serve the young people of this school as it continues to
grow in number year by year. I am proud to welcome you to
Comorin International School.

Very truly yours,

E. Lekshmanan
Founder & Chairman

Comorin International School (CIS) Affiliated
to the Council for the Indian School Certificate
Examinations (CISCE) & Indian School Certificate
Examination (ISC).

ICSE / ISC

OUR AFFILIATION
The council has been constituted in order to secure suitable representation of: Government of India, State
Governments / Union territories in which there are schools affliated to the council, the interstate board for
Anglo-Indian education, the association of Indian Universities, the association of heads of Anglo-Indians
schools, the Indian public schools’ conference, the association of schools for the ISC Examination and
members co-opted by the executive commitee of the council.

ICSE
The ICSE curriculum starts with an emphasis

ACADEMIC

on learning basic facts and gradually moves to

The core curriculum at

interpretation and evaluation as students progress

Comorin International School

to higher classes. It is built around the principles of

is envisioned to offer an allinclusive learning which aims
at individual excellence.

detailed understanding of concepts, through

knowledge, understanding and application of skill
sets. The programme aims to empower children to
contribute towards the society in a humane and just
manner and promote introspective living.

ISC
The ISC Examination is a public board examination
conducted by the Council for the Indian School
certificate Examinations (CISCE) through the
medium of English, in accordance with the
recommendations of the New Education Policy 1986.

KINDERGARTEN
PROGRAMME - JR.
KG & SR. KG
The Kindergarten Programme inculcates in
children the qualities of curiosity, exploration and
discovery in a fun-filled, safe and happy learning
environment. An individualised approach helps to
nurture a love of learning; develop social skills, and
instill moral values. The emphasis is on developing
self-confidence and the ability to effectively
communicate in English as well as in their mother
tongue. Teachers ensure this through effective use
of language and by encouraging children to express
themselves freely.

PRIMARY SCHOOL
PROGRAMME GRADES I TO V
The Primary School Programme encourages
inquiry and exploration, and develops children’s
competence in various skills - reading, writing,
listening, speaking, problem-solving, observation,
measurement and use of information and
communications technology.

The wide range of curricular and co-curricular
opportunities offered helps to instill confidence and
discipline in the children. The focus on developing
communication skills helps them appreciate the
value of education as it reflects in their ability to
express themselves in addition to developing
pragmatic skills.

MIDDLE SCHOOL
PROGRAMME GRADES VI TO VIII
The Middle School Programme is structured to meet
children’s varied intellectual and developmental
needs. It ensures progression and continuity
across various stages of learning in the school, and
incorporates continuous evaluation and review
of children’s performance. The main aim of the
programme is to develop skills related to writing,
reading, reflecting, critical thinking, public speaking,
fostering initiative among students and a desire to
acquire knowledge.

Physical Education is offered in a more formal manner
and sports skills are fine-tuned as well. This prepares
students to pursue sports in a more structured and
purposeful manner.

ICSE PROGRAMME
- GRADES IX TO X
The ICSE (Indian Council for Secondary Education)
Programme is offered by the Council for the Indian
School Certificate Examinations. At Comorin, the
curriculum starts with an emphasis on learning basic
facts and gradually moves to detailed understanding
of concepts, through interpretation and evaluation as
students’ progress to higher classes. It is built around
the principles of knowledge, understanding, application
and skill-sets. Projects and the application of knowledge
form an integral part and aid the development of
analytical skills.

ISC PROGRAMME
GRADES XI & XII
The ISC encourages students to experience the out
of box learning process which enhances their life
skills along with a focus on traditional subjects. ISC
syllabus prepares the students to successfully blend
with the competitive world with their independent
and analytical skills. Also, provides a platform to
explore the global learning system.

The ISC secondary school offers an option of five
subjects for grades XI and XII. Predominantly
focusing on overall personality development of the
students with the perfect mix of different streams
which will help them to have better future prospects
in graduation and post-graduation studies.

EXCELLENCE IN
SPORTS
At Comorin International School, we believe that sports play an important role in the life of
a child. The qualities of leadership, team work and sporting spirit are learned on the sports field.
Therefore, every child at Comorin International School is encouraged to take up a sport from
numerous options like Cricket, Football, Volleyball, Badminton, Basketball, Chess and much
more. In addition to physical education teachers, our school also provides professional coaches.

EXCELLENCE IN
CO-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES
Our school today is no longer confined
solely to class room instructions. We
believe that a school is much more than
academic lessons and qualifications.
Many of the most important lessons are
those which students learn as part of
team games, cross fertilizations of ideas,
competitions and collaborative work.

LIBRARY
Comorin International School expands
its library services to better suit the
growing educational needs of all our
students from nursery to grade 12. The
campus has one student-centered library
which provides varied, appropriate
and exciting resources to support and
enhance learning and teaching. Our
library houses more than 15,000 books
to cater every child’s tastes.

COMPUTER LAB
Computer labs with internet access are constantly updated with the latest software and
hardware. A dedicated internet connection, numerous educational materials and supervision by
experts are readily available.

SMART CLASSROOMS
At Comorin, quality education is an essential requisite in today’s competitive environment. Smart
classes prove to be a modernized method of education providing sublime quality to students by
helping them in better concept formation, concept elaboration, improvement in reading skills
and creating academic achievements.

MATH LAB
it is the place to explore and design mathematical activities
thereby increasing confidence level of a child. The activities
help students to visualise, manipulate and reason.

LANGUAGE LAB
The lab consists of 25 computers installed with software
which enhances the skills of a student, teaches english and
enhances ability to listen, speak, read and write.

LABORATORY
A comprehensive study of science is incomplete without a proper appreciation of the
scientific principles involved. Children from the upper primary level are allowed to
conduct experiments in the subjects of biological science, physical science, chemical
science. The laboratories are well equipped with demonstrable working models and
materials required for conducting individual as well as group experiments / projects.

BOARDING AT
COMORIN
Boarding at Comorin International School is a great way to take advantage of all that the school has to offer,
both from an academic point of view as well as the numerous clubs and activities on offer after a tiring school
day. The environment at the school motivates and inspires students to discover more and the world around
them, and evolves into leaders of tomorrow, in the community and a broader global context. CIS has instituted
a ‘Code of Conduct’ with clearly defined parameters that stimulates students to assume a responsible role in
the boarding community.

At comorin there are two hostel blocks - each for the boys and the girls. The blocks are spacious with a freshly
fulfilling flowing light and air. Each room is spacious enough to accommodate 3 students. Security of the
campus is maintained at the highest level with security guards who are ex-service men. They ensure that no
student leaves the campus without authorised permission and instructions from the concerned authority.

CAFETERIA
The school cafeteria is committed to ensure that the nutritional needs of tender and growing children are met
in a practical and efficient manner. That is why the school provides meals which are plnned by nutritionists
and prepared by highly qualified professional chefs, under the direction and supervision of an experienced
chef de cuisine.

To further improve the efficiency of the system, the caferteria is a separate building with two floors to
accommodate 600 children at a time. Kindergarten and primary level students are served on the ground floor.
Middle and secondary level students partake in the buffet on the first floor.

Food is an important part of feeling comfortable away from home. We are proud to serve the Comorin
International school community and are dedicated to preparing healthy, wholesome, nutritious, wellbalanced meals from breakfast through dinner that meet the needs of today’s active students.

KANYAKUMARI
It is also known as Cape Comorin, Kumari and Kumari Munai.
This is a ‘rocky mainland’ in the Indian Ocean in the state of
Tamil Nadu and located at the southern most tip of the Indian
Subcontinent.

Many call it ‘Koodal’ which means it is situated at the confluence
of three oceans the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, and the
Indian Ocean. Kanyakumari is popular because it is the only
place on earth, where you can see the sun rise and sun set from
the ocean. It is the only place in India where one can enjoy the
unique spectacle of sunset and moonrise simultaneously on full
moon days.

Kanyakumari is a perfect example for unity in diversity. The
people residing here live in harmony devoid of caste, creed,
language and region. The mixed culture of Tamil Nadu and
Kerala can be seen here. The cuisine of Kanyakumari mentioned
as it is unique and palatial.

ADMISSIONS
We at Comorin International School follow a standard
and transparent procedure for admissions. Our
endeavour is to create a simple process, making
admissions hassle free for parents.

Registrations for the 2022-23 sessions have
commenced and we invite parents and students to
interact with us. Registration forms are available at
the school for prospective parents. Parents are also
advised to check the school website for all admission
related updates.

We are here to help, If you have any questions please
contact the admissions department on

+91 9442203041

Aralvaimozhi, Kanyakumari Dist, Tamil Nadu, India. Pin 629 301
Tel: 04652 290933 / 04652 290844, Email: comorin@cis.edu.in
www.cis.edu.in

